
Movement of Materials In & Out of Cells

Name: Date:

Students are to provide an explanation for all answers.

1. A student filled a bag of dialysis tubing with a milky-white starch solution and
placed the bag in a beaker of iodine-water as shown in the diagram. An hour later,
the student observed that the starch solution had turned blue-black (positive test for
starch). What is the most probable explanation for the change?

A. The iodine diffused into the bag.

B. The starch was changed to sugar.

C. The iodine was changed to starch.

D. The starch diffused out of the bag.

1.

2. In which organelle would water and dissolved materials be stored?

A. 1 B. 2 C. 3 D. 5

2.

3. Which process requires the expenditure of cellular energy?

A. passive transport B. active transport

C. osmosis D. diffusion

3.
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4. The picture shown illustrates a process by which protein molecules may enter a
cell. Which process is illustrated in this diagram?

A. pinocytosis B. osmosis

C. diffusion D. passive transport

4.

5. The ribosomes is an organelle that functions in the process of

A. phagocytosis B. pinocytosis

C. protein synthesis D. cellular respiration

5.

6. The diagram here shows the method of entry of a molecule too large to diffuse
through the plasma membrane of a cell. The process represented in the diagram is
known as

A. homeostasis B. osmosis C. pinocytosis D. cyclosis

6.
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7. Active transport is different from passive transport in that active transport involves

A. the movement of molecules from high concentration to low concentration

B. an expenditure of energy

C. the use of ribosomes

D. a process which occurs only in the cells of simple plants and animals

7.

8. The process of osmosis is best illustrated by the movement of

A. water into root hair cells B. oxygen into red blood cells

C. carbon dioxide through stomates D. glucose through phloem

8.

9. Which process requires cellular energy to move molecules across the cell membrane
from a region of lower concentration to a region of higher concentration?

A. active transport B. diffusion

C. osmosis D. hydrolysis

9.

10. Which organelle aids in the maintenance of cell homeostasis by selectively
regulating the passage of materials into and out of the cell?

A. plasma membrane B. ribosome

C. lysosome D. nuclear membrane

10.
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11. Which cell part selectively regulates the entry and exit of substances, as shown in
the diagram?

A. plasma membrane B. ribosome

C. nucleolus D. nuclear membrane

11.

12. Which cell activity is illustrated by the diagrams shown?

A. osmosis B. diffusion

C. egestion D. ingestion

12.

13. In a cell, the selective permeability of the cell membrane is most closely associated
with the maintenance of

A. homeostasis B. hydrolysis C. phagocytosis D. pinocytosis

13.

14. The process by which large undissolved particles are brought into a cell being
engulfed is known as

A. cyclosis B. phagocytosis C. hydrolysis D. osmosis

14.

15. Movement of organelles within the cytoplasm of plant and animal cells is due most
directly to

A. osmosis B. cyclosis C. hydrolysis D. photosynthesis

15.
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